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Message From The
Head Writer

The Future Make No Plans, It just happens.
-Bradley Clark

Apocalyptic Sci-fi is not a new genre by any means in fact these are the
stories within sci-fi that have intrigued millions over the globe for many many
years.
I write this in the hope that the Events that cause the Contingency Plan to be
actioned never happen. That we stick to the plan of the evolution of
consciousness vs darwinism collision we seem so destined to have.
The Story of the contingency plan was manifested by the hopes and
disasters of humanity. The glimmer of darkness and light that exists in all of
us. Knowing with every choice we make, the way we raise our children, the
way we live and see things have collective repercussions that we can almost
immediately fathom with addition to the things we never see coming that
were so obvious.
But what is an end without a new beginning and vice versa while it may be a
loop of what ifs and maybes it’s the stuff in between that matters..... the
journey
The Journey of survivors in a seemly unsurvivable terrain battling against
unimaginable odds may seem trivial a bit cliche but the context i hope
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serves as a metaphorical warning to those who exist outside
reality and those that accept theirs too easily.

Let Our Journey Begin.

Bradley Clark
Head Writer @
WYLION
Wether You Like It Or Not . Com
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C.P THE CONTINGENCY PLAN:
WRITTEN BY BRADLEY CLARK
The UK Is caught within the aftermath of two nuclear
fallouts disturbing what lies beneath the the surface of
both reality and humanity. Contingency plan Follows
the dramatic fall of man, the possible redemption and
the rise of the Nephilim.

SEASON 1 IN BRIEF

Summary

What was planned before was survival.... what exists is the ruins of
the past, The future makes no plans

Set in London in the aftermath of 2 nuclear fallouts over europe
destroying the majority of london now awash with contamination,
underground tunnels filled to the brim with desperation & fear.

Season 1 covers the life of Gable Jones and Shane Dale in the
beginnings of fallouts with flashbacks of their former lives and
glimpses of the politics of a third world war/extinction level event &
details the people put in charge of creating the Contingency Plan.

In the build up to the 1st strike from an unknown source. The "Nuke"
is forced down to explode on the offshore island Brazil Aye by
american intervention. An ancient Babylonian portal is disturbed and
activates causing the whole earth to burn in a sporadic rings of
nuclear fire knocking out major areas of human activity indirectly. In
the aftermath America is blamed for testing a new weapon without
proper intel of the deserted island.
With Jerusalem completely destroyed The remainder of Israelites
and Palestinians form together and launch the remainder of known
nuclear weapons towards the west and the east leaving only a few
pockets of life left.
A prophecy of a burning earth, sunken cities rising, Combined with
the overwhelming stench of death means the Nephilim are destined
to rise up to clear the foundation and start a new. With the hidden secrets of history coming back to poison hope of the Present.
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Places and objects of interest:
The Gardens: as part of the Contingency Plan Underground
gardens were set up to hold the chosen and help maintain the
country’s survival in a nuclear fallout/extinction level event.
The Farm: A man known only as the farmer surrounded by hulk like
mutants called the farmers boys that Collects the remains of the
countryside and farms them, considering that there no animals near
by his meat and milk are strange. However livestock is in
abundance from all the tin cans he has.
The Tunnels: The remnants of the london underground system
which is now used as a base for the london tribes; Crawlers, Stands,
Fallen which evolved over the years from the gardens.
The Gap: the patch of land burned in the uk by the radiation of the
nuclear fallout. Acts as a no-mans land between Scotland &
England.
The Lost Shark: The Last Nuclear Submarine known in Scotland.
Called the Lost Shark as its the only thing that swims in the
irradiated sea. Commandeered by The Flock of Murder Leader The
Raven Of Edinburgh.
The Rest: Is the only land where food can grow without
contaminates in scotland and is protected & maintained by the
house of Graham-Forsyth.

Echelon: the only existing form of transmitter broadcast system
designed to work during a fallout zone by american arms
companies. They keep communication open for marines on the
battlefield and are known to be able to contact base set around the
globe due to a certain signature given off by an american nuclear
EMPs. Runs on cold fusion and hydro pressure a new form of steam
electricity. The last known working device is in the hands of a neo
scottish tribe called Boyd-Brothwick who’s motto is Confido Qui Conducit (I Trust He Who Leads) a cult like clan with an unknown leader
that wears hood covering his face called the Raven of Edinburgh.
The Cover: An area protected by an impenetrable biodome thought
to be the original resting place for gardens inhabitants. The status of
the area now is unknown due to “A Fault” stopping the
Babylon: Not Much is known about the depot other than it was
designed to save millions at the cost of billions. A space station that
can hold up to 1 million of the worlds most valuable intellectual
minds. Its location and key are Guarded by the military outfit called
the guardians
The Red Place: Said to be the place where the 1st people “Fell” The
Fallen Swarm to the red place for reasons unknown other than the
walls nearby are covered in blood.
The Stone Wall: is a divide set up by Crosbie-Dalmahoy and The
Stands surrounding The Rest and the Borders of scotland.
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The Archive: said to be in the heart of london under the foundations
of London Bridges. Its a circle of information covered in 20 ft of
concrete spanning the Original City of London.
Jericho: A voice in the wall that blocks entry to the garden Gable
Jones reports to every 3 days while underground it is unknown
whether or not Jericho is a person or a program to keep survivors
sane. All that is known is that the wall of Jericho speaks to all fondly.
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Factions Season 1
Crawlers
Humans who mainly survive in the shadows known to run on all fours
and are exceptional climbers, and have developed immunities
to irradiated food and water. Lead by Gable for a short period after
their former leader is found dead with strange bite marks.

The Guardians
Steam powered Mechanical Suited soldiers that guard the gardens
of importance often Battling the Fallen Underground and search for
Water sources to Fuel the Gardens
Boyd-Brothwick
One of 3 Head Scottish Clans lead By the raven of edinburgh. The
Clan lives by the motto Confido Qui Conducit (I Trust He Who Leads)
a cult like clan with an unknown leader that wears hood covering
their face. Their Solider are called The Flock Of Murder.

The Stands
A rival group of the crawlers that fight for territory. lead by a former
Punk Artist thought to be dead before the fallouts. headed a
contingency splinter cell in london after being a targeted by the Mob
for unpaid debts have strong military background. have an uneasy
relationship with the unpredictable crawlers.

The Fallen
A Mass Mob of survivors that have gone crazy from the change and
can be extremely violent and volatile both to outsiders and them
selves They have no leader but often hidden within the crowd lies a
persons that speaks the truth.

Crosbie-Dalmahoy
the motto: I Shall rise again Without fear. A a defiant warrior clan
from Glasgow Lead by Rose of Dundee. A woman who has suffered
under the house of Boyd-Brothwick due to her refusal to burn a
remaining defiant village refusing to follow her orders from the raven.
A mutiny ensues the village is burned and she is court marshaled
and sentenced to death. Mr vicious organises a jailbreak to avenge
the death of his brother that lived in the defiant village. They control
the lowlands of scotland a sparse landscape with few water
sources. Their Soldiers are Called the Thorns as they protect The
Rose.
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Graham-Forsyth
The motto “Do not forget Troubles are connected with the cross”
a neutral clan who survives via trade and repairs lead by an “old”
married couple collectively known as the Parents and their soldiers
are called The Kids as they are essentially teenagers taken in by the
parents.

The Nephilm
Believed to be the earths ultimate defense mechanism the nephilm
are one of the 1st beings in existence. Hibernating in the core they
rise up and destroy everything so things can start again.
Occasionally they send wanderers out to scout for food often
snacking on species they like the taste of. They know no masters,
they know no mercy.
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Character Breakdowns

Gable Jones
Summary: A man who feels he has been set free by disaster by his
killing his wife jane with own hands, only to find she was with child
as he leaves the house. He finds both solace and a sense of deserving in the darkness of the underground, although strange sounds
chill him to the bone. Surviving the Hostiles ravaging the tunnels, he
negotiates the communities in the rubble of london. He lives with the
hope that he can be reunited with sarah A lady gable jones shares a
cabin with on the bullet train to the garden.
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Sarah X

Jane Jones

Summary: shares a seat with on the bullet train who forms a bond
with the troubled soul. often leaving gable clues in the form of clocks
and watches she sets to 10:10 as her innocent nature like to leave
him a smile. Sedated gable awakes in pockets while inside the
garden. his grief often turning to rage. what is not confirmed is
whether sarah is her real name or if she is a figment of Gables fractured mind, but her ghost remains in his thoughts often speaking to
him.

Summary: Gable jones pregnant former crack addicted problematic wife. Became addicted to crack due to her brother shane
having an endless supply of medicated crack to numb his pain of
war. Pregnant she stops taking crack in hopes to start a new life with
Gable in the Garden. Meeting with Gable in the house to collect
things for their new life and to announce her pregnancy. Gable
however has Other Intentions, intentions he justified before the act.
Shane has her house Swept 2 hours after Gable had left her to die.
After knowing he couldn’t reverse what he had done Gable removes
the hand cuffs so that he can hold her one last time, and surrounds
Her body with drug paraphernalia in the basement of her home staging her overdose like he originally planned. Shane get the intel far
too late with the drone sent into the house timing out with the EMP
blast, after finding her body in the basement “Her Drifting Spot” he
confirms his worst fears carrying the guilt of not being there for her
or helping more to ensure her survival. Shane Tells Gable she must
of died in the rubble to spare him the horrible truth he believes he
knows. As Gable’s alibi of him visiting his mother before being
picked up checks out as they were meant to meet there. Proof of the
kill has yet to be confirmed by either Gable or Shane but given the
circumstances her survival is unlikely.
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Shane Dale

Mr Vicious

Summary: Brother in law to Gable jones Has experience in Black
ops as a result he was able to take 2 family members below the age
of 50 with him to the gardens. he chose his newly sober sister and
Gable Jones her husband released prematurely from prison after suffering a attempted murder Charge for beating one of Jane Drug dealers into a coma. His sister jane didn’t make it to the garden. He
Blames himself for her death. Unbeknown to him is that Gable jones
hand cuffed her and apparently killed her with an overdose a crime
he will not admit to out of self preservation and guilt. Shane is One
of the 1st to venture to the surface and lead one of the 1st communities trying to contact the outside world torn and looking for salvation.
Loses Gable in the tunnel after a skirmish with the Fallen which splits
the group in Two. This relieves and tortures him as he was yet again
powerless to stop an event but he doesn’t have to live with facing a
man who he had lied to about the death of his wife....Gable.

Summary: Apparently a former Punk artist from the early 80’s. That
lead a government splinter cell in exchange for his “problems to go
away” that soared through the ranks of the black ops elite. Earned
the name due to his negotiations and retaliations and punk relatives.
His team Manages to capture a strange creature wreaking havoc
along the yorkshire moors before the fallout and he believes the new
species are responsible for the animal like injuries found in the
tunnels. He Plans to reunite with his brother in the highlands only to
find his village had been burned to the ground. he forms an alliance
with a pebble dash of local tribes forming the house of CrosbieDalmahoy and investigates the genocide of a otherwise humble
village of which his brother lived.
After he returned to the “Pipes” He finds the crawlers inhabiting areas of importance forms a ratpack of insurgents called the Stands
as all of his investigations point to a
major nest of these creatures are in london.
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Raven Of Edinburgh:

Rose Of Dundee

Summary: a Ruthless Figure cloaked in a hood often seen leading
the charge in tribal battles. Born as a symbol during the chaos that
engulfed scotland during the fall of the government. it is believed
that the raven was a pilot for the navy and he lives in a submarine in
a Scottish lake. Only speaking to a select few in the guises of
“mages” and Generals Obsessed with the notion that the Scottish
are keepers of the grail he has teams search the depths of the highlands looking for “magic” ie any old technology that can be used to
control the masses and rid him of the Thorns in his side. His clan are
fearless mainly due to crack addiction and religious indoctrination
and swarm over opposition in the form of the Flock of Murder. The
Motives are of survival in an obliterated landscape in which order
has to be set in place, order by any means.

Summary: Once a Warrior for the house of Boyd-Brothwick The
Rose was born on the battlefield when she defended a bunker holding her family. she agreed to join the Ravens cause for medication
for her terminally ill brother which was fufilled believing his cause to
be just and for the good of scotland and his intention were
honorable. Upon her disobedience the Raven had the bunker destroyed as punishment and upon her Jail-time her brother died of
famine.
Demanding vengeance she agreed to lead a rebel faction called the
Thorns a small swarm of survivors of Boyd-Brothwick regime later
setting up the house of Crosbie-Dalmahoy with the help of Mr
Vicious and the Two Tribes War For territory in Scotland.
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Ma and Da (The Parents)
Summary: Leaders of the House of Graham-Forsyth rumored to be
once well off or neighbours to an elderly millionaire couple as they
are middle aged at best. More of a pacifist form of leadership as
they house the Kids in Scotland providing education and food. They
Own Largest bunker out of the clans and the kids make sure they
are safe. Pa has Vast knowledge of civil engineering and Ma Used
to be a Head Sister in a london Hospital they operate as a trade
centre for common folk and condemn the warring factions affecting
the business and solidarity they are meant to be building. Often
treating the wounded on both sides which in turn defect to their pacifistic cause for those that are lucky enough to be rescued.
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